
Best Practice in Outgoer Selection 

Group discussion questions and flipchart answers 

 

1. Is it fair to select only according to academic merit? 

Use balance between quantitative and qualitative. 

Dependent on number of applications. 

Application to department or central? 

Other factors should be language proficiency, mitigation, personal motivation. 

 

2. How do you account for marking differences across Schools? 

Difficult because grades not available in first year. 

Selection criteria not strict, banding is used. 

Marks are not be all and end all, personal statement is key as it demonstrates 

research. 

Consult faculty when stuck. 

 

3. If you look at students as a whole, how do you compare extra-curricular 

activities and how do you verify these? 

We do this because we want to give more opportunities to students who haven’t yet 

had a chance. 

Use order of preference to send them to a suitable university if they don’t have extra-

curricular experience. 

If they have travelled extensively it will probably work against them. 

No ranking of extra-curricular activities, but music/sport requirements may be 

considered. 

 

4. How do you carry out selection? (manually or by computer). 

Limited time window for selecting and nomination for first year students after 

semester one marks published. Reject sub55% first year average. Maximise 

placement in available places. 

Multiple choices on application form to maximise successful placements. 

Priorities are successful exchange, maintaining quality of participating students, 

partnership management. 



Scoring system, weighted, includes: first year average, budget, 3 reasons for 

choices, proposed modules. 

Subject specific agreements: first semester average, statements, academic 

approval. 

Eligibility criteria y/n or department specific. 

 

5. How many students do you select? Would your process change if your 

numbers were to increase? 

Depends on places available – need to maximise less popular destinations. 

Looking at balance in versus out (3-5 year range) 

Option to use summer school spaces. 

Selection processes- academic weighting versus personal statements or 

combination. 

Funding available. 

 

6. Do your students appeal against your decisions? 

Students sign a declaration that they accept decisions of selection panel as final. 

Give feedback to student as to why they were not selected/or why they only got last 

choice. 

No appeals. 

Offer alternatives e.g. summer schools. 

 

7. Interviews: how does this work? How much time does it take? 

All interviews done post allocation by department study abroad coordinator to 

ascertain good fit of university and module match (Keele 10 minutes and Bristol 10-

30 minutes). 

York: 10 minute interview with panel of SA professionals to ask why student selected 

these universities (non-Erasmus only). Feeds into selection process for York’s 50 

students. 

 

8. How do you compare students with mitigating circumstances, or who submit 

late?  

Application deadlines are absolute though may be some flexibility to accommodate 

late applicants with mitigating circumstances, on a case by case basis. 



Assuming mitigating circumstances are valid, students would be considered in the 

main allocation period. 

If mitigating circumstances are not upheld, students placed on a reserve list. 

 

9. What are the main selection criteria at your university? 

Grade, competency based personal statement, budget, academic approval. 

CV, personal statement and interview (no marks available since first years). 

Motivation and academic performance (x 2), and reasons for choices(x 1). 

Average, personal statement and reference, weighted to produce overall score. 

Average, ranking, personal statement and cv all together. 

Average and subject spread. 

Personal statement, 2 references, interview, reasons for choices, end of year marks. 

Average (80%), CV (20%). 

Average in first year (x 3). 

A-level average and personal statement for first years. 

Interview and budget plan. 

 

 

 


